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Abstract

This paper presents the first analytical model to derive
the saturation throughput of collision avoidance protocols
in multi-hop ad hoc networks with nodes randomly placed
according to a two-dimensional Poisson distribution. We
show that the sender-initiated collision-avoidance scheme
performs much better than the ideal CSMA scheme with a
separate channel for acknowledgments. More importantly,
we show that the collision-avoidance scheme can accom-
modate much fewer competing nodes within a region in a
network infested with hidden terminals than in those cases
without hidden terminals or with just a few, if reasonable
throughput is to be maintained. Simulations of the pop-
ular IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol show that it cannot en-
sure collision-free transmission of data packets and thus
throughput can degrade well below what is predicted by the
analysis of a correct collision avoidance protocol. Based
on these results, a number of improvements are proposed
for the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol.

Keywords
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1 Introduction

Because of the “hidden terminal” problem, the perfor-
mance of simple MAC protocols like the carrier sense multi-
ple access (CSMA) protocol degrades to that of the ALOHA
protocol in ad hoc networks. Thus, many collision-
avoidance protocols (e.g., [1, 2]) have been proposed in the
recent past to combat the hidden terminal problem. The
most popular collision avoidance scheme today consists of a
∗This work was supported in part by the US Air Force/OSR under Grant

No. F49620-00-1-0330.

sender-initiated four-way handshake in which the transmis-
sion of a data packet and its acknowledgment is preceded
by request-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) packets
between a pair of sending and receiving nodes. Other nodes
that overhear RTS or CTS packets will defer their access to
the channel to avoid collisions.

Although a salient feature of ad hoc networks is that, for
any node in such networks, potential interference from hid-
den nodes always exists, the analytical models of collision-
avoidance protocols are largely confined to single-hop net-
works [3–5] or cases when the number of hidden terminals
is very small [6]. Hence, we are interested in investigating
the performance of the sender-initiated collision avoidance
scheme based on a four-way handshake in a more general
framework applicable to ad hoc networks. We focus on the
case of single-channel ad hoc networks in which omnidirec-
tional antennas are used.

In this paper, we adopt a simple model to derive the sat-
uration throughput of this sender-initiated collision avoid-
ance scheme. In this network model, nodes are randomly
placed on a plane according to two-dimensional Poisson
distribution with densityλ. In this model, it is also assumed
that each node is ready to transmit independently in each
time slot with probabilityp, wherep is a protocol-dependent
parameter. This model was first used by Takagi and Klein-
rock [7] to derive the optimum transmission range of a node
in a multi-hop wireless network, and was used subsequently
by Wu and Varshney [8] to derive the throughputs of non-
persistent CSMA and some variants of busy tone multiple
access (BTMA) protocols.

In Section 2, we use the model to analyze the sender-
initiated collision-avoidance scheme based on a four-way
handshake and non-persistent carrier sensing. To our
knowledge, this is the first analytical model of collision
avoidance in multi-hop networks. To simplify our task, we
first assume that both carrier sensing and collision avoid-
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ance work perfectly, that is, that nodes can accurately sense
the channel busy or idle, and that the RTS/CTS scheme
can avoid the transmission of data packets that collide with
other packets at the receivers. The latter assumption can be
called perfect collision avoidanceand has been shown to
be doable in the floor acquisition multiple access (FAMA)
protocol [2]. We then extend this model to take into account
the possibility of data packets colliding with other transmis-
sions.

In Section 3, we present numerical results from our
analysis. We compare the performance of the sender-
initiated collision avoidance scheme against an idealized
non-persistent CSMA protocol. It is shown that the
RTS/CTS scheme can achieve far better throughput than the
CSMA protocol, even when the overhead due to RTS/CTS
exchange is high. The results illustrate the importance of
enforcing collision avoidance in the RTS/CTS handshake.
More importantly, our results show that hidden terminals
degrade the performance of collision avoidance protocols
beyond the basic effect of having a longer vulnerability pe-
riod for RTSs [2]. Hence, it follows that collision avoidance
becomes more and more ineffective for a relatively crowded
region with hidden terminals.

To validate the findings drawn from this analysis, in Sec-
tion 4 we present simulations of the popular IEEE 802.11
MAC protocol. The simulation results clearly show that
the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol cannot ensure collision-
free transmission of data packets, and that almost half of
the data packets transmitted cannot be acknowledged due to
collisions. We also investigate a variant of the IEEE 802.11
MAC protocol in which the contention window used in de-
ciding backoff time is fixed. This variant does not have the
inherent fairness problem in the original backoff scheme
used in the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, though it is not
fine tuned to achieve the best performance. However, the
simulation results do show that decreasing the contention
window leads to more collisions of data packets, while in-
creasing the contention window leads to more wasted time
in waiting. The performance of the simulated IEEE 802.11
correlates well with what is predicted in the extended anal-
ysis, which takes into account the effect of data packet col-
lisions and is used for the case when the number of com-
peting nodes in a region is small. The simulation results for
IEEE 802.11 show a larger variation in throughput than the
predicted performance from the analytical model, which is
possibly due to its inherent fairness problems. When the
number of competing nodes in a region increases, the per-
formance gap between IEEE 802.11 and the analysis de-
creases, which validates the statement that even a perfect
collision-avoidance protocol loses its effectiveness gradu-
ally. Section 5 concludes this paper with possible ways to
improve the performance of collision avoidance protocols
in ad hoc networks.

2 Approximate Analysis

According to our network model, the nodes are Poisson
distributed over a plane with densityλ, i.e., the probability
p(i, S) of finding i nodes in an area ofS is given by:

p(i, S) =
(λS)i

i!
e−λS .

Assume that each node has the same transmission and re-
ceiving range ofR, and denote byN the average number
of nodes within a circular region of radiusR; therefore, we
haveN = λπR2.

To simplify our analysis, we assume that nodes op-
erate in time-slotted mode. As prior results for CSMA
and collision-avoidance protocols show, the performance
of MAC protocols based on carrier sensing is much the
same as the performance of their time-slotted counterparts
in which the length of a time slot equals one propagation
delay and the propagation delay is much smaller than the
transmission time of data packets.

The length of each time slot is denoted byτ . Note thatτ
is not just the propagation delay, because it also includes the
overhead due to the transmit-to-receive turn-around time,
carrier sensing delay and processing time. In effect,τ rep-
resents the time required for all the nodes within the trans-
mission range of a node to know the event that occurredτ
seconds ago. The transmission times of RTS, CTS, data,
and ACK packets are normalized with regard toτ , and are
denoted bylrts, lcts, ldata, and lack, respectively. Thus,
τ simply equals 1. For simplicity, we also assume that all
packet lengths are multiples of a time-slot length.

We derive the protocol’s throughput based on the heavy-
traffic assumption, i.e., a node always has a packet in its
buffer to be sent and the destination is chosen randomly
from one of its neighbors. This is a fair assumption in ad
hoc networks in which nodes are sending data and signal-
ing packets continually. We also assume that a silent node
may be ready with probabilityp at each time slot. Here
p is a protocol-specific parameter but is slot independent,
which is also assumed in previous work [5,7,8]. Even when
the node is ready to transmit, it may transmit or not in the
slot, depending on the collision avoidance and resolution
schemes being used, as well as the channel’s current state.
Thus, we are more interested in the probability that a node
transmits in a time slot, which is denoted byp′. Like Takagi
and Kleinrock [7], we also assume thatp′ is independent
at any time slot to make the analysis tractable. Given this
simplification,p′ can be defined to be:

p′ = p · Prob.{Channel is sensed idle in a slot}
≈ p ·ΠI

whereΠI is the limiting probability that the channel is in
idle state, which we derive subsequently.

We are not interested in the exact relationship between
p andp′, and it is enough to obtain the range of values that
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Figure 1. Markov chain model for the channel
around a node

p′ can take, because the throughput of these protocols is
mostly influenced byp′. The purpose of setting up the chan-
nel model is mostly to derive the rough relationship between
p andp′. To simplify the channel model, we make two key
assumptions: First, we model the channel as a circular re-
gion in which there are some nodes. The nodes within the
region can communicate with each other while they have
weak interactions with nodes outside the region.Weak in-
teractionmeans that the decision of inner nodes to transmit,
defer and back off is almost not affected by that of outer
nodes and vice versa. Considering that nodes do not ex-
change status information explicitly (e.g. either defer due
to collision avoidance or back off due to collision resolu-
tion), this assumption is reasonable and helps to simplify
the model considerably. Thus the channel’s status is only
decided by the successful and failed transmissions within
the region.

Second, we still consider the failed handshakes initiated
by nodes within the region to outside nodes, because this
has a direct effect on the channel’s usability for other nodes
within the region. Though the radius of the circular region
R′ is unknown, it falls betweenR/2 and2R. This follows
from noting that the maximal radius of a circular region in
which all nodes are guaranteed to hear one another equals
R′ = R/2, and all the direct neighbors and hidden nodes
are included into the region whenR′ = 2R. Thus, we can
write R′ = αR where0.5 ≤ α ≤ 2, andα needs to be
estimated.

With the above assumptions, the channel can be modeled
by a four-state Markov chain illustrated in Figure 1. The
significance of the states of this Markov chain is the fol-
lowing: Idle is the state when the channel around nodex is
sensed idle, and obviously its duration isτ . Longis the state
when a successful four-way handshake is done. For sim-
plicity, we assume that the channel is in effect busy for the
duration of the whole handshake, thus the busy timeTlong

is

Tlong = lrts + τ + lcts + τ + ldata + τ + lack + τ

= lrts + lcts + ldata + lack + 4τ.

Short1is the state when multiple nodes around the channel
transmit RTS packets during the same time slot and their
transmissions collide. The busy time of the channelTshort1
is thereforeTshort1 = lrts + τ . Short2is the state when
one node around the channel initiates a failed handshake
with a node outside the region. Even though a CTS packet
may not be sent due to the collision of the sending node’s
RTS packet with other packets originated from nodes out-
side the region or due to the deferring of the receiving node
to other nodes, those nodes overhearing the RTS as well as
the sending node do not know if the handshake is success-
fully continued, until the time required for receiving a CTS
packet elapses. Therefore the channel is in effect busy, i.e.,
unusable for all the nodes sharing the channel, for the time
stated below:

Tshort2 = lrts + τ + lcts + τ

= lrts + lcts + 2τ.

Now we proceed to calculate the transition probabilities of
the Markov chain.

In usual collision avoidance schemes, no node is allowed
to transmit immediately after the channel becomes idle, thus
the transition probabilities fromlong to idle, from short1to
idle and fromshort2to idle are all 1.

According to the Poisson distribution of the nodes, the
probability of havingi nodes within the receiving range
R of x is e−NN i/i!, whereN = λπR2. Therefore, the
mean number of nodes that belong to the shared channel is
M = λπR′2 = α2N . Assuming that each node transmits
independently, the probability that none of them transmits is
(1− p′)i where(1− p′) is the probability that a node does
not transmit in a time slot. Because the transition probabil-
ity Pii from idle to idle is the probability that none of the
neighboring nodes ofx transmits in this slot,Pii is given
by

Pii =

∞∑
i=0

(1− p′)iM
i

i!
e−M

=

∞∑
i=0

[(1− p′)M ]i

i!
e−(1−p′)M · e−p

′M

= e−p
′M .

We average the probabilities over the number of interfering
nodes in a region because of two reasons. First, it makes
the problem much more tractable. Second, in our simula-
tion experiments, we fix the number of competing nodes
in a region (which isN ) and then vary the location of the
nodes to approximate the Poisson distribution, which is con-
figurationally closer to our analytical model; the alternative
would be to generate 2, 3, 4,. . . nodes within one region,
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get the throughput for the individual configuration and then
calculate the average, which is not practical.

Next we need to calculate the transition probabilityPil
from idle to long. If there arei nodes around nodex, for
such a transition to happen, one and only one node should
be able to complete one successful four-way handshake
while other nodes do not transmit. Letps denote the prob-
ability that a node begins a successful four-way handshake
at each slot, we can then calculatePil as follows:

Pil =

∞∑
i=1

ips(1− p′)i−1M
i

i!
e−M

=

∞∑
i=1

ps(1− p′)i−1 M i−1

(i− 1)!
Me−M = psMe−p

′M .

To obtain the above result, we use the fact that the distribu-
tion of the number of nodes withinR′ does not depend on
the existence of nodex, because of the memoryless prop-
erty of Poisson distribution. Up to this point,ps is still an
unknown quantity that we derive subsequently.

The transition probability fromidle to short1is the prob-
ability that more than one node transmit RTS packets in the
same slot; therefore,Pis1 can be calculated as follows:

Pis1 =

∞∑
i=2

[1− (1− p′)i − ip′(1− p′)i−1]
M i

i!
e−M

= 1− (1 +Mp′)e−p
′M .

Having calculatedPii, Pil andPis1, we can calculate
Pis2, the transition probability fromidle to short2, which is
equal to1−Pii−Pil−Pis1. Letπi, πl, πs1 andπs2 denote
the steady-state probabilities of statesidle, long, short1and
short2respectively. From Figure 1, we have

πiPii + πl + πs1 + πs2 = πi

πiPii + 1− πi = πi

πi =
1

2− Pii
=

1

2− e−p′M
.

The limiting probabilityΠI , i.e., the long run probabil-
ity that the channel around nodex is found idle, can be ob-
tained by:

ΠI =
πiTidle

πiTidle + πlTlong + πs1Tshort1 + πs2Tshort2

=
Tidle

Tidle + PilTlong + Pis1Tshort1 + Pis2Tshort2
.

(πiPil = πl, πiPis1 = πs1 andπiPis2 = πs2)

The relationship betweenp′ andp is then:

p′ =
pTidle

Tidle + PilTlong + Pis1Tshort1 + Pis2Tshort2
.

(1)

1

Pwf

1

Pww

fail

Pws
wait

succeed

Figure 2. Markov chain model for a node

y

B(r)

R

x

r

Figure 3. Illustration of “hidden” area

In the above equation, the probability that a nodex starts
successfully a four-way handshake in a time slot,ps, is yet
to be determined.

The states of a nodex can be modeled by a three-state
Markov chain, which is shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2,wait is the state when the node defers for
other nodes or backs off,succeedis the state when the node
can complete a successful four-way handshake with other
nodes, andfail is the state when the node initiates an unsuc-
cessful handshake. For simplicity, we regardsucceedand
fail as the states when two different kinds ofvirtual packets
are transmitted and their lengths are:

Tsucceed = Tlong = lrts + lcts + ldata + lack + 4τ

Tfail = Tshort2 = lrts + lcts + 2τ.

Obviously, the duration of a node inwait stateTwait is τ .
Because by assumption collision avoidance is enforced

at each node, no node is allowed to transmit data pack-
ets continuously; therefore, the transition probabilities from
succeedto wait and fromfail to wait are both one.

To derive the transition probabilityPws from wait to suc-
ceed, we need to calculate the probabilityPws(r) that node
x successfully initiates a four-way handshake with nodey
at a given time slot when they are at a distancer apart. Be-
fore calculatingPws(r), we defineB(r) to be the area that
is in the hearing region of nodey but outside the hearing
region of nodex, i.e., the interfering region “hidden” from
nodex as the shaded area shown in Figure 3.B(r) has been
shown [7] to be:

B(r) = πR2 − 2R2q
( r

2R

)
4



whereq(t) = arccos(t)− t
√

1− t2.
ThenPws(r) can be calculated as:

Pws(r) = P1 · P2 · P3 · P4(r)

where

P1 = Prob.{x transmits in a slot},
P2 = Prob.{y does not transmit in the time slot},
P3 = Prob.{none of the terminals withinR of x

transmits in the same slot,

P4(r) = Prob.{none of the terminals inB(r)

transmits for (2lrts + 1) slots| r}.

The reason for the last term is that the vulnerable period
for an RTS is only2lrts + 1, and once the RTS is received
successfully by the receiving node (which can then start
sending the CTS), the probability of further collisions is as-
sumed to be negligibly small.

Obviously,P1 = p′ andP2 = (1 − p′). On the other
hand,P3 can be obtained by

P3 =

∞∑
i=0

(1− p′)i (λπR
2)i

i!
e−λπR

2

=

∞∑
i=0

(1− p′)iN
i

i!
e−N = e−p

′N .

Similarly, the probability that none of the terminals inB(r)
transmits in a time slot is given by

p4(r) =

∞∑
i=0

(1− p′)i (λB(r))i

i!
e−λB(r)

= e−p
′λB(r).

Hence,P4(r) can be expressed as

P4(r) = (p4(r))2lrts+1 = e−p
′λB(r)(2lrts+1).

Given that each sending node chooses any one of its neigh-
bors with equal probability and that the average number of
nodes within a region of radiusr is proportional tor2, the
probability density function of the distancer between node
x andy is

f(r) = 2r, 0 < r < 1.

where we have normalizedr with regard toR by setting
R = 1.

Now we can calculatePws as follows:

Pws =

∫ 1

0

2rPws(r)dr

= 2p′(1− p′)e−p
′N

∫ 1

0

re−p
′λB(r)(2lrts+1)dr

= 2p′(1− p′)e−p
′N ·∫ 1

0

re−p
′N [1−2q(r/2)/π](2lrts+1)dr.

From the Markov chain shown in Figure 2, the transition
probabilityPww that nodex continues to stay inwait state
in a slot is just(1 − p′)e−p′N , i.e., it does not initiate any
transmission and there is no node around it initiating a trans-
mission. Letπs, πw andπf denote the steady-state proba-
bility of state succeed, wait and fail, respectively. From
Figure 2, we have

πwPww + πs + πf = πw

πwPww + 1− πw = πw

πw =
1

2− Pww
=

1

2− (1− p′)e−p′N
.

Therefore, the steady-state probability of statesucceedπs
can be calculated as:

πs = πwPws =
Pws

2− (1− p′)e−p′N
. (2)

We should note thatπs is just the previous unknown quan-
tity ps in Equation (1). Combining Equations (1) and (2)
together, we get a complex relationship betweenp andp′.
However, givenp, p′ can be computed easily with numerical
methods.

Accordingly, the throughputTh is:

Th =
πs · ldata

πwTw + πsTs + πfTf

= ldataπs[τπw + (lrts + lcts + 2τ)(1− πw − πs)
+(lrts + lcts + ldata + lack + 4τ)πs]

−1. (3)

To apply our analysis to MAC protocols in which perfect
collision avoidance is not enforced, e.g., the IEEE 802.11
MAC protocol, we propose a simple though not rigorous
extension of the analysis. We can add another state to the
Markov chain for the node model (ref. Figure 2) whose
duration is lrts + lcts + ldata + 3τ . This is apseudo-
succeedstate in which an RTS-CTS-data handshake takes
place without acknowledgment due to collisions, i.e., it is a
state derived from thesucceedstate of the perfect collision
avoidance protocol. We use an “imperfectness factor”β to
model the deviatory behavior of the protocol, given that dif-
ferent MAC protocols may have different values ofβ. The
transition probability fromwait to thepseudo-succeedstate
is thenβPws, and the transition probability fromwait to
succeedis (1 − β)Pws. Hence, the modified formula for
throughput is simply:

Th = (1− β)ldataπs[τπw + (lrts + lcts + ldata +

lack + 4τ)(1− β)πs + (lrts + lcts + 2τ)(1− πw
−πs) + (lrts + lcts + ldata + 3τ)βπs]

−1. (4)

When the deviatory factorβ equals zero, Equation (4) is
reduced to Equation (3).
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3 Numerical Results

The performance of non-persistent CSMA protocol in
multi-hop networks has been analyzed by Wu and Varsh-
ney [8]. In their model, the authors assume that there is
a separate channel over which acknowledgments are sent
in zero time and without collisions. In practice, the per-
formance of CSMA with acknowledgments would be much
worse than the predictions of the idealized model, as pre-
dicted by Tobagi and Kleinrock [9].

We present results when either relatively large data pack-
ets or relatively small data packets are sent. Letτ denote the
duration of one time slot. RTS, CTS and ACK packets last
5τ . As to the size of data packets, we consider two cases.
One case corresponds to a data packet that is much larger
than the aggregate size of RTS, CTS and ACK packets. The
other case corresponds to a data packet being only slightly
larger than the aggregate size of RTS, CTS and ACK pack-
ets. In the latter case, which models networks in which ra-
dios have long turn-around times and data packets are short,
it is doubtful whether a collision avoidance scheme should
be employed at all, because it represents excessive over-
head. We first calculate throughput with different values
of α, which we define as the ratio between the circular re-
gion including nodes affected by an RTS/CTS handshake
and the largest possible circular region in which nodes are
guaranteed to be connected with one another. We find that,
though the relationship between the ready probabilityp and
transmission attempt probabilityp′ under different values
of α might be somewhat different, the throughput is largely
unaffected byα, which is shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4,
N is the average number of nodes that compete against one
another to access the shared channel. Thus, the burden of
estimatingα is relieved in our model, and we can focus on
the case in whichα = 1 thereafter. However, as a side effect
of not knowing the actualα that should be used, the rela-
tionship betweenp′ and throughput may not agree with the
simulations. However, for our purposes this is not a prob-
lem, because we are interested in the saturated throughput
only.

Figure 5 compares the throughput of collision avoidance
against that of CSMA with different values ofN and data
packet lengths and we can make the following observa-
tions from the above results. When data packet is long,
the throughput of CSMA is very low, even for the case in
which only N = 3 nodes are competing for the shared
channel. In comparison, the RTS/CTS scheme can achieve
much higher throughput even when the average number of
competing nodes is 10. When a data packet is not very
long and the overhead of the collision avoidance and hand-
shake seems to be rather high, collision avoidance can still
achieve marginally better throughput than CSMA. We need
to emphasize that the performance of the actual CSMA will
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Figure 4. α’s influence ( lrts = lcts = lack = 5τ )

be much worse than the idealized model we have used for
comparison purposes, because of the effect of acknowledg-
ments.

Despite the advantage of collision avoidance, the
throughput still degrades rapidly with the increase ofN .
This is also evident of low values ofp′ as shown in Figure 5.
This is due the fact that nodes are spending much more time
on collision avoidance and backoff. WhenN increases,
p′ decreases much slower to achieve optimum throughput,
which already decreases. This shows that collision avoid-
ance becomes more and more ineffective when the number
of competing nodes within a region increases, even though
these nodes are quite “polite” in their access to the shared
channel. This is also different from a fully-connected net-
work, in which the maximum throughput is largely indiffer-
ent to the number of nodes within a region [3].

4 Simulation Results

We use GloMoSim 2.0 [10] as the network simulator.
Direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) parameters are
used throughout the simulations. The raw channel bit rate
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Figure 5. Throughput comparison ( lrts =
lcts = lack = 5τ )

is 2Mbps. We use a uniform distribution to approximate the
Poisson distribution used in our analytical model, because
the latter is mainly used to facilitate our derivation of ana-
lytical results. To be specific, we place nodes in concentric
circles or rings. That is, given that a node’s transmitting and
receiving range isR and that there are on averageN nodes
within this circular region, we placeN nodes in a circle of
radiusR, subject to a uniform distribution. Because there
are on average22N nodes within a circle of radius2R, we
place22N −N = 3N nodes outside the previous circle of
radiusR but inside the concentric circle of radius2R, i.e.,
the ring with radiiR and2R, subject to the same uniform
distribution. Then32N − 22N = 5N nodes can be placed
in an outer ring with radii2R and3R. Given that we cannot
generate an infinite network model, we just focus our atten-
tion on the performance of the innermostN nodes. Accord-
ing to our experiments, we find that nodes that are outside
the concentric circles of radius3R almost have no influence
on the throughput of the innermostN nodes, i.e., boundary
effects can be safely ignored when the circular network’s

τ lrts lcts, lack ldata
actual time 21µsec 272µsec 248µsec 6032µsec
normalized 1 13 12 287

Table 1. Equivalent configuration parameters
for analytical model

radius is3R. Accordingly, we present only the results for a
circular network of radius3R.

The backoff timer in the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol
is drawn from a uniform distribution whose upper bound
varies according to the estimated contention level, i.e., a
modified binary exponential backoff. Thus,p′ takes on dy-
namic values rather than what we have assumed in the ana-
lytical model. Accordingly, we expect that the IEEE 802.11
MAC protocol will operate in a region, while our analy-
sis gives only average performance. In addition, the IEEE
802.11 MAC protocol cannot ensure collision-free trans-
mission of data packets, even under the assumption of per-
fect carrier sensing and collision avoidance, which has been
discussed in [2].

In our simulation, each node has a constant-bit-rate
(CBR) traffic generator with data packet size of 1460 bytes,
and one of its neighbors is randomly chosen as the destina-
tion for each packet generated. All nodes are always back-
loged. For comparison purposes, we map these simulational
parameters to equivalent parameters in our analytical model
and they are shown in Table 1.

We run both analytical and simulation programs withN
= 3, 5 and 8. Though we have not tried to characterize how
the performance of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is dis-
tributed in the region of values taken byp′, we do have gen-
erated 50 random topologies that satisfy the uniform dis-
tribution and then get an average transmission probability
and throughput for theN nodes in the innermost circle of
radiusR for each configuration. The results are shown in
Figure 6, in which the centers of rectangles are the mean
values ofp′ and throughput and their half widths and half
heights are the variance ofp′ and throughput respectively.
These rectangles roughly describe the operating regions of
IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol with the configurations we are
using.

Figure 6 clearly shows that IEEE 802.11 cannot achieve
the performance predicted in the analysis of correct colli-
sion avoidance, but may well outperform the analysis with
the samep′ for some configurations, especially whenN is
small. On first thought, it may seem contrary to intuition,
given that IEEE 802.11 cannot ensure collision-free data
packet transmissions and should always perform worse than
analysis results. In fact, the exceedingly high throughput is
largely due to the unfairness of the binary exponential back-
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off (BEB) used in IEEE 802.11. In BEB, a node that just
succeeds in sending a data packet resets its contention win-
dow to the minimum value, through which it may gain ac-
cess to the channel again much earlier than other surround-
ing nodes. Thus, a node may monopolize the channel for a
very long time during which there is no contention loss and
throughput can be very high for a particular node, while
other nodes suffer starvation. We also find that whenN in-
creases, the variance ofp′ and throughput becomes smaller.
Thus, the fairness problem is less severe when there are
more nodes competing in a shared channel.

Due to the inherent deficiency of the BEB scheme used
in the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, we investigate a sim-
ple variant of this protocol in which the contention win-
dow (CW) is fixed and then the backoff timer is generated
from a uniform distribution with values ranging between 0
andCW. We vary theCW to get different values ofp′ and
throughput. Though this modified protocol is not fine tuned
to the actual number of neighbors that a node may have and
thus is not able to deliver the best performance, it is still a
much fairer scheme that reflects more realistically how well
a contention-based MAC protocol may perform. In order
to have a fair comparison of this scheme with the original
IEEE 802.11, we reuse the aforementioned node configura-
tions. TheCW used in our simulations are tabulated in Ta-
ble 2 and the simulation results are shown in Figure 7. For
clarity, Figure 7 shows only the operating regions (shown in
rectangles) of the modified IEEE 802.11, without showing
details of how each set of the 50 configurations performs. In
addition, the median values ofp′ and throughput are drawn
in Figure 7 to show how the throughput is affected byp′ or
CW, where a largerCW means a smallerp′.

Comparing Figures 6 and 7, it is very clear that the mod-
ified IEEE 802.11 protocol with fixedCW has a smaller
variance of throughput than that in the original protocol and
thus is much fairer. We can also see the degraded perfor-
mance in the fixedCW scheme due to more contention, es-
pecially whenN is small. Given that these two protocols
cannot ensure that data packets are transmitted free of colli-
sions, the throughput can deviate substantially from what is
predicted in the analysis. To demonstrate this, we also col-
lect statistics about the number of transmitted RTS packets
that will lead to ACK timeout due to collision of data pack-
ets as well as the total number of transmitted RTS packets
that can lead to either an incomplete RTS-CTS-data hand-
shake or a successful four-way handshake. Then we calcu-
late the ratio of these two numbers and tabulate the results
in Table 3. This table clearly shows that much of the pre-
cious channel resource is wasted in sending data packets
that cannot be successfully delivered. In addition, in order
to decrease the percentage of channel resource wasted due
to collisions, a larger contention window should be chosen
to artificially decrease the transmission probability of nodes

which at the same time lead to longer time wasted in wait-
ing. This is a very typical behavior of collision-avoidance
protocols, especially those protocols that do not have a cor-
rect collision avoidance scheme. The possibility of colli-
sions of data packets with other packets places a limit on
the maximum achievable throughput, which can be signifi-
cantly lower than the theoretical results that assume a per-
fect collision avoidance.

A close observation of Figures 6 and 7 also reveals that,
the gap in maximum throughput between analytical and
simulation results decreases whenN increases. This can
be explained as follows. When the number of direct com-
peting nodesN increases, the number of indirect compet-
ing nodes (hidden terminals,3N on average) also increases,
which makes nodes implementing a perfect collision avoid-
ance protocol spend much more time in deferring and back-
ing off to co-ordinate with both direct and indirect compet-
ing nodes to avoid collisions. Therefore, much of the gain of
perfect collision avoidance is lost and possible spatial reuse
is also reduced in congested area, which makes a perfect
collision avoidance protocol work only marginally better
than an imperfect one. This observation could not be pre-
dicted from previous analytical models or simulations fo-
cusing on fully-connected networks or networks with only
a limited number of hidden terminals [3–5].

The percentage shown in Table 3 is in fact theβ in our
extended analysis for imperfect collision avoidance proto-
cols. Using these values, we compare the performance of
the IEEE 802.11 protocol with that of the adjusted analysis
obtained from Equation (4), which is shown in Figure 8. In
Figure 8, we only show the results for small values ofN
as it is not quite meaningful to do the adjustment for large
values ofN due the reason stated above. Figure 8 shows
that the extended analysis is a rather good approximation of
the actual performance of the IEEE 802.11 protocol though
the latter has larger variation in throughput (possibly due to
its inherent fairness problems).

5 Conclusion

We have used a simple model to derive the saturation
throughput of MAC protocols based on an RTS-CTS-data-
ACK handshake in multi-hop networks. The results show
that these protocols outperform CSMA protocols, even
when the overhead of RTS/CTS exchange is rather high,
thus showing the importance of correct collision avoidance
in random access protocols. It is also shown that the over-
all performance of the sender-initiated collision avoidance
scheme degrades rather rapidly when the number of com-
peting nodes allowed within a region increases, in contrast
to the case of fully-connected networks and networks with
limited hidden terminals reported in the literature [3–5],
where throughput remains almost the same for a large num-
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Figure 6. Performance comparison of IEEE 802.11 with analytical results

CW1 CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 CW6 CW7 CW8
N=3 20 40 80 160 320 640 1280 2560
N=5 30 60 120 240 480 960 1920 3840
N=8 50 100 200 400 800 1600 3200 6400

Table 2. Contention window (CW) used in simulations
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Figure 7. Performance comparison of IEEE 802.11 (fixed CW) with analytical results

original CW1 CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 CW6 CW7 CW8
N=3, mean 0.29 0.49 0.46 0.43 0.41 0.39 0.33 0.23 0.14
N=3, std 0.17 0.20 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.15 0.11 0.07

N=5, mean 0.39 0.56 0.54 0.53 0.51 0.47 0.37 0.25 0.15
N=5, std 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.04

N=8, mean 0.44 0.59 0.58 0.56 0.53 0.44 0.33 0.21 0.14
N=8, std 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.07

Table 3. Percentage of ACK timeout in BEB scheme and fixed CW
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Figure 8. Performance comparison of IEEE
802.11 with adjusted analytical results

ber of nodes. Simulation experiments with the IEEE 802.11
MAC protocol validate these observations and show that the
IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol can suffer severe degradation in
throughput due to its inability to avoid collisions between
data packets and other packets.

Based on both analytical and simulation results, we ob-
serve that there are some possible ways to improve the
throughput of a sender-initiated collision-avoidance proto-
col in ad hoc networks. First of all, the simulation results
show that it is very important to ensure correct collision
avoidance. Using the longer CTS packets proposed in [2],
the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol can lead to much better per-
formance in throughput.

Another obvious way to improve the performance of the
IEEE 802.11 protocol is to reduceτ , which includes carrier
sensing delay and transmit to receive turnaround time, so as
to enlarge the ratio of data packet transmission time toτ . In
effect, this implies reducing the transmission power of the
nodes and reducing the length of control overhead. Given
that RTS and CTS packets cannot be reduced in length and

arguably the CTS needs to be lengthened to be sent as a busy
tone, the latter requires using piggyback acknowledgments
or making acknowledgments optional.

Because the optimum value ofp′ changes with the num-
ber of competing nodes within a region, it is necessary
to have an adaptive algorithm to achieve optimum perfor-
mance when the number of active nodes within a region
changes. Given that the original BEB scheme has inher-
ent fairness problem and the fixed contention window does
not adapt well, it is fair to say that there is still much work
left to be done on this topic.
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